Two United States Air Force sergeants hit the floor in their offices with weapons ready to curb a Communist rocket attack at the Da Nang base.

Loan interest is altered

March 1, the Health Education and Welfare office in San Francisco will not accept forms without the analyst, she said. The new method is part of the education amendments of 1972, signed by President Nixon in June. The educational institution is now required to determine eligibility and to indicate to the lender the recommended amount of the loan.

Nixon blasted for budget proposals

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Pentagon said Monday the Air Force is continuing its air strikes in Laos despite the cease-fire which took effect in neighboring Vietnam Saturday.

Pentagon spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim declined to give details of the air bombing, but other Defense Department sources said U.S. warplanes conducted between 100 and 130 raids on Sunday. This, they said, was "just about average" for the period before the cease-fire became effective. Most of the attacks, they added, were against Communist movements in northern Laos, while others were in support of Royal Laotian forces in the southern part of the country.

Kenneth Rush, President Nixon's nominee to be undersecretary of state, confirmed the bombing, saying "at the Laotian government, we are taking air power and are continuing to use air power" in that area.

Rush, under questioning at confirmation hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said the purpose of the bombing is to maintain "the situation" until the Phnom Penh government and Com-

(Continued on page 3)

SAC hopefuls give platforms

A special election will be held Wednesday to fill the vacancy created by the resignation of two BAC representatives.

Three students have declared their candidacy for the position, representing the Engineering and Technology, Political Science and one from Human Development and Social Welfare.

The platforms of the students running are as follows: ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

Brad Bedell, I believe in open-minded and thorough consideration of all issues involving students and student government, regardless of the degree of their apparent significance.

I have been an BAC representativethe two quarters previously and I can appreciate the importance of theimmersin and equitable decision which will be the most beneficial for the entire student body.

I believe I can most adequately represent my constituents and listen to their opinions and ideas. The need for being available is thus one of my priorities. With a strong commitment to the student body, I shall make myself available to these students for their valuable input.

Mark Montes: In the past there has been a lack of communications between students and elected BAC representatives as well as an excess of apathy toward student government on campus.

With important past issues as the day care center, a black cheerleading squad, the Gay Student Union, the Baja project, and worst of all, the financial difficulties facing the campus, fewer and fewer students are taking the responsibility in making these important decisions.

To help alleviate this communication problem, I shall make myself available in the activities office to discuss student affairs.

As a concerned student who wishes to create a widespread representation, vote for me, the

(Continued on page 3)
Undesirable landscaping causes student concern

Editor:

We have built our superhighways to hold the travel needs of our society and we hopefully have conspired them in such a manner that they will be able to be used for many, many years with minimal upkeep.

I traveled from San Luis Obispo to Sacramento three weeks ago, and I noticed how poorly some of our highway landscaping has been chosen. Countless woody trees and shrubs have been completely killed by frost, and I seriously question the quality of landscape design we, as taxpayers, have paid for. Numerous expanses of ground-cover were also killed.

I saw countless numbers of these shrubs and trees that were completely dead in the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Solano and Sacramento along portions of Freeway 80 and I-80.

It would be much more economical, sensible and advisable to limit freeway landscaping to its minimum.

Roundhouse

Questions? Problems?
Call Roundhouse at 948-2014 or drop by CU 217A.

Buddy of freaks speaks

Editor:

A recent issue of the Mustang Daily contained a shocking article concerning the followers of Jesus, or the notorious "Jesus freaks." First of all, I'd like to clarify that I am not a Jesus freak (or any freak for that matter). I rely on the Mustang Daily to fill the ten minute time gaps between some of my classes. When I find a quarter of a page taken up with an absurd essay that people doubt could be rationally used for a ludicrous article by Kathleen Beasley, I feel partly convinced, and when completely unsupported by evidence, one finds the argument hard even to consider valid.

Using doubtful evidence such as "...they (Jesus freaks) seem to think of themselves as the Lord's appointed for whatever reason it is that we need saving from," Kevin O'Connor concludes that Jesus freaks think of themselves as "world savers." This is highly unlikely, for after interviewing five known Jesus freaks, I was told right to my face that they do not consider themselves as the "Lord's appointed." The "secret" of organic farming involves the massive application of organic matter to the soil. This can be in the form of manure, leaves, wood chipings, seaweed, pruned trees and shrubbery, and organic material is important as a soil conditioner that improves soil fertility, structure, minerals, and water holding properties.

The greening of San Luis Obispo has arrived. An organic farm created at the County Education Facility. You can get there by taking Highway 1 north, and turning right just after the Cuesta College turn-off. Even though the farm is still in its formative stage, the enthusiasm of the increasing number of volunteer volunteers attests to the mounting interest in organic gardening. Each volunteer has the option of preparing his or her own plot for March vegetable planting.

According to Gill Morgan, the young organizer of the project, many of the plots have already been planted and the necessary cost of constructing redesigning, replanting and plant maintenance.

I ask that you pressure your government representatives to contract landscape design to those who are careful enough to plan and act in consideration with nature.

The information needed is well-documented and available, yet the freeway plantings are obvious models of landscape architects that were hired for these state projects.

Kevin O'Connor has made a few statements concerning the "Jesus freaks," and their üyelerly and I, for one, don't think they are very much to be convinced, and when completely unsupported by evidence, one finds the argument hard even to consider valid.

Using doubtful evidence such as "...they (Jesus freaks) seem to think of themselves as the Lord's appointed for whatever reason it is that we need saving from," Kevin O'Connor concludes that Jesus (Micks think of themselves as "world savers."). This is highly unlikely, for after interviewing five known Jesus freaks, I was told right to my face that they do not consider themselves as the "Lord's appointed.

Entertains some fallacious arguments which are so obvious that is it a wonder newsprint can raise all sorts of commotion as long as nobody bothers to read any of it. Just as long as nobody bothers to read any of it. I wish to dispel this notion from the minds of any unsuspecting reader.
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Lion greetings ox—4671

by TONY BANTUS

The welcoming of the Year of the Ox—4671 on the Chinese lunar calendar—was observed in the San Luis Obispo Veterans Memorial Hall Sunday with the traditional lion’s dance.

The inauguration of the lion, which is believed to bring good luck in the new year, was an integral part of the ceremony including a seven-course dinner and lion show.

Semi-ambly for Viet exiles being pondered

Washingtons (UPI) — Sen. Robert Taft, R-Ohio, is considering reintroducing legislation to provide at least a partial amnesty for those now imprisoned as war objects or living as exiles in other countries, a spokesman said Monday.

During the presidential campaign, President Nixon took a very hard line, telling an Ohio family whose son had been killed in Vietnam: “Don’t worry about amnesty.”

“It is time to draw the line on this issue once and for all,” Nixon said at another point in the campaign. “There will be no amnesty for draft dodgers and deserters after the war.”

But in an interview in January, 1973, Nixon said he would be “very liberal with regard to amnesty.”

Taft has attempted to stake out a middle ground on the question.

In legislation he offered during the last session of Congress, which never came to a vote, Taft suggested that young men currently imprisoned or in exile should be released or allowed to return if they agreed to serve the United States—in the military or in the fields of agriculture or service —for three years.

But both anacar and religious leaders with close ties among the resettlers think few of the 800 objects in federal prisons or those now self-imposed exile would accept the Taft proposal.

Billed as a Chinese New Year banquet and show, the campus Chinese Student Association (CSA) sponsored the event for the eighth consecutive year.

According to CSA Pres. Russell Lowe, the local observance attracted the largest audience (500 people) in Central California. From Santa Barbara to San Francisco.

During the lion’s dance, a panoply displaying the official symbols of the Chinese New Year, the deceptively ferocious lions swayed the audience while they rose to twice the height of a man.

Earlier in the dance the lions showed good luck goggle into the audience. With the rhythmic beat of cymbals and kettledrums, Young Louis, CSA advisor, brought the lions head to life by “dancing” the ancient animal’s large bulb eyes.

The dinner, served cafeteria-style by 50 CSA waiters, began with spring egg rolls and crispy rice crackers and terminated with almond-flavored gelatin with assorted oriental fruits (such as lychees, Mandarin oranges, and loquats) and fortune cookies.

FIVE GOLDEN GLOBES
‘Godfather’ slays ‘em

by RICK GOULART

Paramount Pictures’ “The Godfather” has grossed over 100 million dollars in its first year, garnered five Golden Globe awards, from the Hollywood Foreign Press Asso. at Sunday night’s 24th Annual Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles.

The film’s producer, Al Ruddy, who accepted the Best Picture award, said that films are “the voice of the people who want it.”

It is “the world being at peace and the world is good” —rather than the usual, time-honored bliss of oriental wisdom found in fortune cookies.

In addition to the lion’s dance, six contestants vied for the Miss Chinatown, San Luis Obispo title, in a spoof on American beauty contests.

Miss Park Inn (Hubert) Lee was named winner of the tongue-in-cheek pageant and was awarded a pie-in-the-face coronation.

A Chinese martial arts (Kung Fu) demonstration varied from David Lee displaying the Praying Mantis, in slow motion, to demonstrate the positions of his fingers and hands, to a comparative sparring match between Davis using the style he formerly demonstrated and Tom Lee employing the Tiger and Crane style of Kung Fu.

In another panoply number called the Butterfly Dance, Davis five Chinese girls who tried to capture the fleeting insect with their scarfs scarves.

Our glorious little machine will print almost anything, quickly and inexpensively...

* Thanks to modern science, Richerd’s Press can print your resumes, club newsletters, letters and most anything with incomparable quality. Yes, friends you can choose from a variety of paper textures and colors and it will be done in just hours, for as little as 16¢ per copy.

We rent only new, 1972-73 skis and equipment.

WE TAKE RESERVATIONS ANY TIME FOR ANY DAY.

WE EMPLOY THE LOOK “IAS” BINDING CHECK MACHINE TO INSURE THE SAFETY OF THE EQUIPMENT.

WE USE THE SHORT-SKI METHOD FOR BEGINNERS AND GRADUATED-LENGTH TECHNIQUE AS YOU GET BETTER AT SKIING.

VISIT MOUNTAIN SPORTS SKI RENTAL DEPARTMENT AND RENT YOURSELF A FABULOUS SKI WEEKEND.

Put Something Nice Between Your Legs

INTERNATIONAL BICYCLE CENTER
SALES - SERVICE - REPAIRS
FOOTHILL & SANTA ROSA
(orange building)
544-2219
Top play gives ruggers a win

Playing their best team game of the season, the San Luis Obispo Eagle Rock Rugby Club Grogs trounced the Eagle Rock Athletic Club of Glendale 96-11. In a Southern California Rugby Union contest, Eagle Rock, under coached by John Curry drew first blood in eighth man for the club picked up Rock's third and final score with the ball from a loose scrum and Wally Shaw's extra point kick followed.

The Grogs tied the match up on the first half of the game against San Luis Obispo. They scored four more times to lead at the In-termission, 3-12.

Eagle Rock started out the second half like they did the first four more points on their scrum on the five yard line to put the scores, the first from a loose ruck on Eagle Rock's five yard mark.

Bill Miller powered over the five yard line for the final try of the game. A perfectly executed line-out put the ball to the 26 yard line and then up for the Grogs' third score, with Anderson getting the four points.

The win put the Grogs In first place in the SCRU race and gave them the 3-1 winless mark.

Saturday, Feb. 9, the Grogs will be at home to face powerful St. Mary's College in a non-league contest at 1 p.m.

D. LAMBERT INJURED
Netters smash UCSB

Coach Ed Jorgensen's tennis squad jumped to good start when the nettars posted a 6-4 decision over UC Santa Barbara last Saturday on the Gauchos' court.

Jorgensen said he was pleased with the team's performance in that each year's match with the Gauchos is mostly indicative of the kind of match the Gauchos will have defeated a number of top university class teams, including Stanford, UC Berkeley, San Jose State, and Brigham Young University, and the University of Utah.

The win was even as Schrader won the second set and Lambert won the third set at 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1. The nettars swept the doubles matches as Thompson and Pete Lambert combined efforts, Bucklin and Bertold, and Laddus and Marvin also won their doubles matches.

Although the next match for the nettars is not until late next week, there is a possibility of a match this Sunday featuring an alumni team against the University. No definite plans have been made as of yet.

Roundhouse

Questions? Problems? Call Roundhouse at 544-2178 or drop by CU 2178.

MUSTANG CLASSIFIEDS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

10-15 FT. DECO CARVINGS
10-15 FT. DECO CARVINGS
10-15 FT. DECO CARVINGS
CUT TO ORDER
$20.00 per foot plus delivery 544-7050

POLY FRAME BOARD EXCHANGE
LAST DAY
10 PICK UP BOOKS
AND ADJUSTER
THURS., FEB. 7, 11:00-1:00
543-3219

STORIED EQUIPMENT ON SALE
800-848-0202
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